Abstract. The practical use of a discrete vessel thermal model for hyperthermia treatment planning requires a number of choices with respect to the unknown part of the patient's vasculature. This work presents a study of the thermal effects of blood flow in a simple tissue geometry with a detailed artificial vessel network. The simulations presented here demonstrate that an incomplete discrete description of the detailed network results in a better prediction of the temperature distribution than is obtained using the conventional bio-heatsink equation. Therefore, efforts to obtain information on the positions of the large vessels in an individual hyperthermia patient will be rewarded with a more accurate prediction of the temperature distribution.
Introduction
Only individual modelling of all thermally significant blood vessels can result in a fully accurate description of the temperature distribution during hyperthermia treatment (Lagendijk 1982 , Crezee and Lagendijk 1992 , Rawnsley et al 1994 , Kolios et al 1995 . In the past years we have developed the DIVA (DIscrete VAsculature) thermal model for use in treatment planning and evaluation (Kotte et al 1996 (Kotte et al , 1999 . The practical use of this, or any other, discrete vessel thermal model in the clinic requires that a method is found for dealing with the part of the vasculature that cannot be modelled as individual vessels because information on their positions and volume flows is lacking. If present-day magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) imaging is used to build a suitable representation of the patient's vasculature, only vessels with a diameter above 0.6 mm can be reconstructed and included in the model, with 1.0 mm as a more realistic lower limit (Börjesson and Stöcker 1997) . To appreciate how limited this is, it is instructive to have a look at vessel thermal equilibration lengths. This length characterizes the distance that it takes for the blood to equilibrate to the temperature of the surrounding tissue (Chen and Holmes 1980) . For a typical vessel with a diameter of 1.0 mm this length can be calculated as 20 to 30 cm; for a 0.6 mm diameter vessel it still is around 7 cm (Chen and Holmes 1980, Crezee and Lagendijk 1992) . Especially in local hyperthermia, where the dimensions of the heated volume are of the order of several centimetres and little preheating of the blood outside the treatment volume takes place, this means that a large part of the patient's undetected vasculature will be thermally significant. Consequently, the following questions arise: what are the thermal effects of the blood vessels that are too small for detection; what alternative description can account for the effects of these vessels; how will the lack of information influence the predicted temperature distributions?
In 1948 
where ρ tis , c tis and k tis are the tissue density, specific heat and thermal conductivity respectively, W b is the volumetric perfusion rate, c b is the specific heat of blood, T art is the blood temperature in the supply artery and P is the absorbed power density. This model describes the thermal effects of blood as if all heat exchange between vessels and tissue takes place in the capillaries. The brusque thermal equilibration in the capillaries generates a heatsink in the tissue with a strength equal to the energy required to bring the blood from the arterial temperature to the local tissue temperature. However, the work of Chen and Holmes (1980) affirmed that a significant part of the thermal equilibration takes place before the capillaries, in particular in vessels with a diameter between 0.2 and 0.5 mm. This occurrence of heat exchange before capillary level led Chen and Holmes (1980) to suggest that the vasculature could increase the thermal conductivity of the tissue. In a theoretical analysis of counter-current vessel pairs, Baish et al (1986) identified the thermal behaviour of large vessels as primarily of a heatsink nature whereas the contribution of small vessels, with a thermal equilibration length short compared with the length scale of the problem, could be described by an enhanced thermal conductivity. It was argued that for the intermediate vessels a full description was necessary.
An essential feature of a thermal model is thus its capability to describe the complex heat transfer related to discrete vasculature. In recent years we have expended great effort at the University Medical Centre Utrecht in the development of our DIscrete VAsculature (DIVA) thermal model (Kotte et al 1996 (Kotte et al , 1999 . Accuracy of the novel algorithms used was established numerically (Van Leeuwen et al 1997a,b) . General results of experiments on bovine tongues were replicated in numerical simulations featuring detailed generic vessel structures (Raaymakers et al 1998) , and at present we are verifying detailed predictions in bovine tongue experiments by modelling the accurate individual discrete vasculature.
In this paper we make an initial attempt to address the questions mentioned earlier using our DIVA thermal model. The simulations involved heating of a tissue volume which contained a computer-generated detailed realistic vessel network. Also, simulations were performed in which the smaller vessels of the vasculature were removed. Considering the discussion above, an alternative description of the missing vessels must feature a way of completing the thermal equilibration of the blood, and possibly an enhanced thermal conductivity. In the simulations in this paper, the thermal equilibration is completed in tissue subvolumes associated with the terminal branches. In this procedure, the arterial temperatures calculated for the terminal branches are used. This approach differs from that of Huang et al (1996) who did not use the local arterial temperatures but instead used the arterial inlet temperature and adapted their 'perfusion' parameterẆ to fit the temperature distribution. Another study featuring threedimensional branching vessel networks was performed by Baish (1994) . In the study, the thermal equilibration of the blood under normothermic conditions was investigated using a discrete vessel thermal model rather different from ours based on a Green function technique.
Methods

Discrete vasculature (DIVA) thermal model
The DIVA model expects each vessel network to be described as a structured tree of vessel segments. A single segment runs from branch point to branch point and is characterized by a track and a diameter. The vessel network description is separate from the tissue volume and hence independent of the resolution with which the tissue is modelled. The heat exchange between a vessel and the tissue is calculated using an analytic result. The method for the calculation is described in detail by Kotte et al (1996) and the effects of the assumptions involved in the calculation of the heat exchange have been investigated by Van Leeuwen et al (1997a,b) .
In our description of the vessel trees it is possible to attach subvolumes to the terminal arteries. The thermal model uses these subvolumes to thermally equilibrate the blood that leaves the terminal arteries with the local tissue Kotte et al (1999) . Hereby, this contribution to the tissue heat transfer equation is similar to the conventional heatsink term, with the difference that in our model local arterial temperatures are used. The subvolumes where the sink is implemented are described as geometrical objects, e.g. spheres described by a centre and a radius. As they are part of the vasculature description, size and shape are the responsibility of the user, not of the thermal model. At run time, the user-supplied sink volumes will be rasterized in the discretized tissue, leading to a collection of voxels, the sink set, where temperatures will be affected. So-called sample volumes, subvolumes similarly associated with veins, determine the initial local venous blood temperatures. Each temperature is simply the average tissue temperature within the sample volume. It must be noted that the heat balance is not automatically correct: the vasculature is not a closed system. If the average tissue temperature in the sample volumes is different from the average tissue temperature in the sink volumes, there is a change in blood temperature that is not accounted for.
The modelled vasculature
The modelled tissue volume was a cube with edges of 6 cm. Within the cube an artificial vessel network was generated by the program VAMP using the algorithm devised by . The vessel network used in the simulations was created with a uniform distribution of terminal vessels, which corresponds to homogeneous perfusion. Both the arterial and the venous vasculature consisted of just one branching tree. The large vein left the modelled volume close to where the feeding artery entered the volume, and in all generations arteries and veins occurred as counter-current pairs. The modelled artificial vasculature was constructed in two steps. First, trees with only little detail were constructed, using just 64 terminal branches in both the arterial and venous networks. Then detail was added by connecting a further 648 terminal branches to each of the two trees, resulting in the network shown in figure 1 with a total of 712 terminal arteries. The motivation for doing the construction in two steps was twofold. Firstly, the procedure is expected to give a more uniform distribution of the larger vessels and generally a more realistic vessel network. And secondly, a practical advantage of the two-step method is found in the fact that construction of the first few veins is difficult if there is already a very dense arterial network present. This two-step procedure mimics the construction of realistic vasculatures starting from medical images containing only the largest vessels, and it was shown to work well in practice.
A diameter was assigned to each vessel segment proportional to the cube root of the total number of terminal branches descending from the vessel segment. This way, the diameters of the parent and child branches at each branching point obey Murray's law (Murray 1926) 
The diameter of the terminal arterial branches of the full tree was set to 0.27 mm. With a total of 712 terminal branches the diameter of the root segment of the arterial network was 0.27 × 3 √ 712 = 2.4 mm. The diameters in the vessel network were the same for all modelled perfusions, leading to comparatively large diameters for the lower perfusion values. The generated vessel trees were analysed using a centripetal ordering scheme (cf Popel 1987 . According to this scheme, both vessel trees spanned six orders. Branching parameters of the full trees were determined. The ratio of the numbers of branches in successive orders was about 1/3, that of the average diameters 1.5. Both figures are very reasonable values for circulatory trees (Popel 1987) . No clear relation was found between the average lengths of the branches in different generations. For the lower orders the length increased by a factor close to 1.9 per vessel order, which is somewhat high compared with the range of 1.3-1.7 reported in the literature (Popel 1987) .
The analysis of the branching characteristics provides enough information to be able to use equation (38) in the paper by Baish et al (1986) to calculate an effective thermal conductivity for the vessels in each generation. Although the organization of vessels is different from that supposed in the derivation of the equation, this analysis gives some insight in the expected thermal behaviour of the constructed vessel network. The number of branches and the average vessel length in each generation were used to calculate the average vessel pair densities in the tissue volume. Using those, together with the average vessel diameters, an average artery-vein spacing of 2 mm, and the blood thermal properties, the effective thermal conductivities have been calculated for blood flows corresponding to tissue perfusions of 10 and 40 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . The results are given in table 1. In the calculations, realistic values for the typical axial length scale L of the problem were used: either the physical length of the vessels, or 0.02 m, whichever was smallest. For reference, values were also calculated for infinite L. If the effective conductivities for realistic L and for infinite L differ considerably, an effective conductivity description is not well suited to describe the thermal effects of the vessels (Baish et al 1986) . The values are calculated assuming that in each generation the vessels are uniformly distributed over the volume and that all vessels are oriented in the direction of the temperature gradient. This assumption, for the present model and conditions not far from truth, obviously maximizes the estimate for the thermal influence of the vessels. However, for a fully Table 1 . Predictions for the effective conductivity (W K −1 m −1 ) of the different vessel generations in the constructed network. The intrinsic tissue conductivity is 0.5 W K −1 m −1 . L is the length of an imaginary tissue cylinder in which the vessel pairs are embedded. random orientation of vessels, effectively only one-third of the vessels will be orientated along any temperature gradient. From table 1 it follows for the first two generations and low perfusion that the thermal effects fall in the regime where the k eff description is accurate and that the resulting enhancement in thermal conductivity is very small. For higher perfusion or higher vessel generations, a larger increase is seen, although no single vessel generation can double the intrinsic tissue conductivity. The limited increase in conductivity is for the most part caused by the limited size of the tissue volume which results in the heatsink character being dominant for higher vessel generations. This is illustrated nicely by the almost identical results for low and high perfusion for generation 5 and realistic L. In the calculations the presence of vessels in other generations was not accounted for. The effective conductivity for the first three generations collectively in the 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 case must be estimated to be below 0.6 W K −1 m −1 . Modelling the full tree with an effective conductivity is likely to give inaccurate results because of the heatsink character of the larger vessels in the network. This applies even more strongly to the high-perfusion case. For comparison, Crezee et al (1994) used, for a larger tissue volume, in a mixed heatsink-k eff description k eff = k tis (1 + αW b ) (with α = 1 kg −1 m 3 s) which would result in k eff = 1.3 W K −1 m −1 for tissue with a perfusion of 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . In the principal simulations, attached as sink geometries to the terminal arteries were spheres centred on the respective vessel terminus and all of equal size with a total volume equal to the total volume of the modelled tissue volume. This is a departure from the FlowDef and PerfDef sink sets modelled by Kotte et al (1999) . The choice of our comparatively straightforward method was made on the grounds that these methods, although sophisticated, did not give better results than the so-called Cube1 simulation. In this method, that is employed here also, all terminal branches simply sink in the total tissue volume. In the simulations sample volumes were attached to the terminal veins in analogy to the sink volumes: namely, in the Cube1 simulation all inflow temperatures for the terminal veins were equal to the average tissue temperature.
Simulations and analysis
In the simulations a simple heat treatment was modelled. Centrally in the 6.0 cm tissue cube, power was deposited in a cubic subvolume with edges 4.0 cm. In this subvolume the power density was 0.076 W cm −3 (total power 4.7 W), while in the remaining tissue the power density was 0. The temperature at all six boundaries of the modelled volume was 0 K, which was also the temperature of the arterial blood entering the volume. The calculations were performed using 100 × 100 × 100 voxels, giving a voxel size of 0.6 mm 3 .
Firstly, the fully detailed tree was employed in simulations with perfusion values 5, 10, 20 and 40 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . Simulations were continued until the temperatures were stationary. The heat transfer to the different vessel generations in the vasculature was evaluated. Also the separate contributions to the heat removal from the tissue volume by the sink sets and conduction were determined. Secondly, sets of simulations were done for perfusions of 10 and 20 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 in which the detailed vessel network was reduced in a number of steps, each time erasing all vessels below a given flow so that only the largest vessels remained. These reduced networks resemble the limited patient data available in clinical practice. After each reduction of the vasculature, the size of the individual sink and sample subvolumes was enlarged as set out in section 2.2. For the stripped networks the contributions of discrete vessels, sink sets and conduction to the heat removal were again evaluated. Changes in the calculated temperature distribution resulting from the incomplete description of the vessel network were analysed. Analysis started with the calculation of cumulative temperature volume histograms (CTVHs) for the heated subvolume. These histograms portray which fraction of the analysed volume exceeds any given temperature.
The simulations with the heated cube were also performed without any discrete vessels, using the conventional bio-heat transfer equation instead.
Results
Heat exchange
First, temperature distributions were calculated with the complete detailed network; these will serve as the reference temperature distributions for the different perfusions. The stationary temperatures for 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 in a plane cutting through the heated cube are pictured in figure 2. The first point of interest was the tissue-blood heat exchange in the different vessel generations. The cumulative heat transfer to the vascular trees, starting at the main branches down to the terminal branches, is pictured in figure 3(a) . As expected, the arterial tree as a whole is responsible for less heat absorption for decreasing perfusion. It can also be seen that the relative contribution of the large arteries increases and that of the small arteries decreases. For the lowest perfusion, 5 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 , the net transfer is even slightly negative for the smallest arteries: thermal equilibration has taken place in the previous generations. The net heat flux into the counter-current venous tree, corresponding to the change in temperature that the venous blood experiences in the discrete network, is positive for the modelled tree as a whole, but negative for the largest veins. This means that on average the venous blood heats up in the small veins, which can be explained by the many veins entering the heated subvolume from the cold volume margin. Before leaving the tissue volume the blood in the large veins releases some of the accumulated heat. Pictured in figure 3(b) is the heat transfer to the arterial tree for the situation in which no veins are present for a modelled perfusion of 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . It is seen that compared to the situation in which the venous network is present the arterial blood initially heats up slightly more slowly. This is compatible with the fact that the large counter-current vein releases heat. For the small arteries larger net heat flows are observed if the veins are absent. This is logical: without the net heat flow to the venous network, the tissue temperatures are on average somewhat higher.
The remainder of the heat removal from the tissue volume is taken care of by the sink sets and through conduction. The contributions of all modes of heat transfer to the steady-state heat removal from the tissue are pictured in figure 4 . For all perfusions the sum of the heat flow rates was equal to within 0.1% to the total absorbed power. The contribution of conduction diminishes as the blood flow increases. This is contrary to a pure k eff description, although the role of conduction is not as small as a pure heatsink description predicts. The role of the blood in the heat removal is for 5 and 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 almost completely accounted for by the discrete vessels: i.e. the net contribution of the sink sets is very small. This is compatible with the analysis of the vessel network in section 2.2 from which it can be deduced that blood in the terminal vessels is likely to be in near thermal equilibrium with the surrounding tissue. This means that for the many terminal arteries that experience a negative temperature gradient the contribution of the associated sink set to the heat removal is likely to be negative (the blood is warmer than the local tissue). As such, contributions of the sink sets to the heat removal will partly cancel, leaving only a small net contribution. Indeed, summation of the absolute values of the heat transfer rates for the individual sink sets shows a significant total heat transfer rate of 0.48 W for the perfusion 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . Above 20 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 , a rapid increase in the importance of the sink sets is observed. But even for 40 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 , the contribution of the sink sets is still smaller than that of the discrete vessels.
Stationary temperature distributions were also calculated using networks from which the small vessel branches were stripped. The diameter below which vessels were stripped was varied between 0.34 mm (removing only the terminal branches of the full network) and 1.0 mm. For 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 the net contributions to the heat removal by the sink sets, the discrete vasculature and conduction for the different networks are pictured in figure 5(a) . Heat removal by the reduced arterial and venous networks agrees quite well with the cumulative heat transfers that were calculated for the fully detailed vessel network in figure 3(a) . The heat removal by the sink sets is interesting. If only the smallest vessels are removed, the net contribution of all sink sets to the heat removal remains very small. As the network is further stripped, the contribution of the sink sets increases. If all branches of generation 3 or smaller are removed, the contribution of the sink sets becomes larger than the contribution of the discrete vessels. It will be obvious that the locations and size of the sink sets are in this case more important than for the fully detailed tree.
Apart from the net contributions, the summed absolute contributions of the individual vessel segments and sink sets were also determined (see figure 5(b) ). It is seen that in the severely stripped arterial tree all heat exchange is from tissue to blood. If the results for the full and nearly full network are compared, one observes that owing to the smallest vessels the sum of the total heat flows has considerably increased, although the net contribution of these vessels to the heat removal is small. Evidently the small vessels release almost as much heat as they absorb.
Temperature distributions
Evaluation of the temperature distributions in the tissue shows that the temperatures calculated for the sparsest tree (all vessels smaller than 1.0 mm removed) are relatively low in the central volume; see figure 6(a). As discrete vessels are restored, the temperatures in the heated tissue subvolume increase on average. This is not continued down to the smallest vessels: the temperatures with the full network present are lower than calculated for the vessel network stripped from the vessels of the last generation (for both the calculated series at 10 and 20 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 ). The low temperatures for the severely reduced networks are remarkable considering the fact that the conventional bio-heatsink description, i.e. the maximally reduced vasculature, results in temperatures much higher than were found for the full network. The large discrepancy between the heatsink and the full discrete vasculature results is caused by the very significant heat transfer taking place in the discrete vasculature before the terminal branches and sink sets are reached. Qualitative impressions of the three dimensional temperature distributions are given in figure 7. To understand why the severely reduced networks lead to lower tissue temperatures, the role of the sink volumes connected to the arterial terminal branches must be considered. Due to the fact that the reduced networks span only a small part of the modelled volume, the sink volumes are not evenly distributed over the modelled volume. In the centre of the volume there are many tissue voxels that belong to two or more sink sets, whereas along the boundary a large minority of the voxels does not belong to any of the sink sets. This means that effectively an inhomogeneous perfusion distribution is simulated. For the network reduced to the vessels exceeding diameter 0.7 mm, the voxels in the central heated tissue subvolume belonged on average to 1.6 sink sets, whereas the remaining voxels belonged on average to just 0.67 sink sets (see figure 6(b) ). For the network reduced further to only the vessels exceeding 1.0 mm, these figures were respectively 2.2 and 0.41. Because the temperatures in the central part of the tissue volume are on average higher than the temperatures close to the volume boundary, the total impact of the sink volumes is larger than would be the case for an even distribution of sink set voxels. Clearly this way of choosing sink sets, which is the obvious choice for fairly detailed vasculatures, is not optimal for severely reduced networks. In the Cube1 simulations the problem of overlapping sink sets does not play a role. As a result, stripping of the vessel networks leads to temperatures approximating those in a heatsink simulation. The CTVHs, figure 8(a) , demonstrate that the predicted temperatures in the central tissue approach the heatsink temperatures as fewer of the vessels are individually modelled. The best correspondence with the reference temperature distribution is not obtained for the complete discrete vasculature. This can be explained by the fact that with the full vasculature in place, much of the central tissue exchanges heat with the blood twice: first in the discrete vessels where near thermal equilibration with the tissue is reached, and again from the average terminal artery temperature (≈ the average temperature in the whole tissue volume) to the local tissue temperature. The differences with respect to the reference temperature distribution can be compared for both types of simulations, see figure 8(b). Individual sink sets work best for a detailed vasculature, whereas Cube1 is better for a sparse vasculature.
The heat transfer from the heated centre to the tissue margin by the small vessels is related to the temperature gradient in the tissue. This suggests the additional use of an enhanced thermal conductivity to describe the effects of small vessels not discretely modelled. Simulations were carried out for the vessel network stripped down to a diameter of 0.7 mm in which the tissue conductivity was increased from 0.5 to 0.6 W K −1 m −1 in all of the tissue. Neither with the individual sink spheres, nor with the Cube1 sink set did this result in better agreement with the reference temperature distribution (see figure 9) . The qualitative effect of the enhanced conductivity is to lower the temperatures in the central tissue. For the simulation with sink spheres, temperatures generally were already too low with intrinsic conduction. In the Cube1 case a decrease in temperatures might have been beneficial, as in the original CTVH (not shown) the 75% of coldest tissue was too hot (and 25% of the hottest tissue too cold, the CTVH graph being steeper than for the reference temperatures). However, the decrease in average temperature did not lead to a closer approximation to the reference temperature distribution, in part because the temperatures decreased too much. The point of intersection of the CTVHs changed from fraction 0.25 to 0.75, the steepness of the CTVH, however, was not affected.
For tissue without discrete vasculature the situation is different. If in addition to the homogeneous bio-heatsink term the thermal conductivity is increased to describe the effects of the blood flow, the correspondence with the full network simulation is markedly improved. In figure 9 the improvement in temperatures is shown for an increase in conductivity from 0.5 to 1.0 W K −1 m −1 , the ballpark figure for the full vasculature deduced from the analysis in section 2.2. Because a mixed continuum model can never predict the global temperature inhomogeneities caused by the large blood vessels (see figure 7) , predictions are destined to be less accurate than with knowledge of part of the vasculature.
From a comparison between the simulations with the full vasculature and with only the arteries present it was found that the effect of the venous vessel tree was to lower the temperatures in the tissue. This is compatible with the result of section 3.1, where it was shown that the venous network contributes to the heat removal from the tissue. The differences in temperature are hardly spectacular: for a perfusion of 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 the T 50 , the temperature that is exceeded in 50% of the tissue, in the heated central cube was found to be increased by just 0.2 K or 5% (histogram not shown). For 20 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 , the only other perfusion value modelled without venous network, the relative increase in T 50 was only marginally higher at 7%. Some simulations were done in which the size of the individual sink spheres was varied, both for the fully detailed network and for a stripped network. Modelled perfusion was 10 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . For the full network the volume of each sink set sphere was reduced by 60% without resulting in significant changes in the temperature distribution. The reduction of the sink set sizes has in this case only the beneficial effect of reducing computer memory requirement and CPU time. The fact that the reduction in sink set size had hardly any consequence was to be expected, as blood in the terminal branches of the full network will be in near equilibrium with the local tissue temperature (see figure 5 ). This was further illustrated in a simulation in which the sink sets were abolished altogether, and hence blood thermal effects were only modelled by discrete vessels. The resulting temperature distribution was still not much different. The T 50 was found to be only 0.2 K (or 5%) higher than found for the temperature distribution obtained with sink sets. For the network stripped down to diameter 0.7 mm changes in the sink set size did result in larger changes in the temperature distribution. Halving the volume of the sink sets, through a change in sink sphere radius from 13.5 mm to 10.7 mm, affected mainly the hottest regions within the heated subvolume which became somewhat hotter (no change in T 90 , an increase in T 10 by 6%). Doubling the volume of the sink sets conversely resulted in a decrease in temperature in the hotter regions (T 10 decreased by 9%), now with also a discernible 4% increase in T 90 . Because the imbalance in the sink set density ( figure 6(b) ) is far from resolved by this increase in sink set size, the changes in the temperature distribution are rather small and local.
Conclusions and discussion
The simulations with the heated target volume demonstrated the ability of the DIVA thermal model to do numerical studies that include the effects of the vast majority of thermally significant vessels for clinically relevant geometries. This opens the door to thorough numerical studies of the behaviour of realistic anatomies, investigating the fundamental problems of heat transfer in living tissue, as well as the practical issues in hyperthermia treatment planning. The simulations presented here demonstrated that an incomplete discrete description of a detailed realistic vessel network can result in an accurate prediction of the temperature distribution. For the rather sparse vessel networks that can currently be retrieved in patient imaging the Cube1 method results in the best prediction. This prediction is much more accurate than one obtained using the conventional bio-heatsink equation. Therefore, efforts to obtain information on the positions of the large vessels in an individual hyperthermia patient will be rewarded with a more accurate prediction of the temperature distribution.
Another result of the simulations presented here is the significant heat removal by the venous network. Whereas Huang et al (1996) found a very small, negative, net contribution, we found the heat removal by the veins to be equal to almost 20% of the heat removal by the arterial network (for comparable perfusions). Huang et al suggested that the counter-intuitive results for their simple generic network might not be generalizable to more realistic anatomies. Indeed, the most likely cause for the difference in the heat transfer from tissue to veins between the studies is the difference in spatial organisation of the two vessel networks, together with the difference in heating pattern.
It is interesting to further compare our simulations with those of Huang et al (1996) . The most fundamental difference with our simulations is the way in which incomplete vessel networks are treated. In our model, we use the known temperature and mass flow rate at the end of each terminal branch to calculate the (local) heatsink term in the surrounding tissue. In this implementation, there is neither necessity nor justification for using either mass flow or temperature as a fit parameter. In the model of Huang et al (1996) , knowledge of the local arterial temperatures is not used and the heatsink is implemented as a global term. The partial thermal equilibration of the blood in the discrete vasculature means that either the flow or the temperature in the heatsink term must be adjusted for good results. The choice to fit W b instead of T art may have been the logical one given the purpose of the study; this choice, however, is not likely to give the best results for the modelled geometry, in which a single artery supplies the whole tissue volume.
For the stripped down vasculature that was examined it was found that an enhanced thermal conductivity did not improve the accuracy in the temperature distributions. This does not prove that an effective conductivity description can never improve the accuracy of simulations. The choice of sink sets, the detail in the discrete vasculature, the spatial organization of the vessels, and, not least, the magnitude of the perfusion are all important factors that will influence the appropriateness of an enhanced tissue conductivity. For this specific situation, it can be noted that in the simulated geometry only the main arterial and venous branch cross the tissue boundary. As such, the tissue volume can be seen as representing one entire organ, supplied by a single artery. The absence of small vessels crossing the volume boundary implies that the vasculature in this model geometry will not enhance the thermal conduction across the volume boundary. Nonetheless, the early conclusion is that both the theoretical analysis and the simulations do indicate that in case of a discrete vasculature that fills the tissue volume and appropriate sink sets there is no need to considerably enhance the thermal conductivity. Also, the effect of the local sink sets will contain an effective conductivity component if considerable thermal equilibration has taken place.
Body-site-specific knowledge of the spatial organization of the vasculature will be necessary to enable accurate prediction of the thermal behaviour of specific tissue. The VAMP vasculature construction program does offer facilities for steering the construction in such a way as to create differently organized vasculatures. Considering that Baish (1994) found that the statistics of the temperature distribution are insensitive to the exact organization of the vasculature, accurate predictions of tissue thermal behaviour using computer generated networks should be possible. For the comparison of various designs in hyperthermia heating equipment, thermal modelling of realistic generic vessel networks has already been proven to be useful Van Wieringen et al 1998) .
Experimental validation of the DIVA thermal model is a subject of current research. Temperatures measured during hyperthermia treatment in isolated perfused bovine tongues have shown qualitative behaviour in agreement with simulations using a generic model of the tongue (Raaymakers et al 1998) . A more in-depth comparison requires loading the thermal model with all relevant data pertaining to the individual experiment: the detailed tongue vasculature, tissue properties and heating pattern. In the near future, feedback from the clinic might help in making the best use of the discrete vessel thermal model in treatment planning and evaluation.
